
 

Advance instructions for Karhujotos 

At Jotos, patrol members need a daypack or a small backpack. Jotos' start and finish 
are in the competition center, so e.g. accommodation supplies do not need to be 
carried with you. Floor accommodation is reserved for participants, which is in the 
competition center in the sports hall. 

Below is a list of soldering supplies needed. 

Patrol-specific equipment for Karhujotos: 
 EMIT competition cards 3 pcs 

o The EMIT marking system is used in patrol orientation. The number of the personal 
Emit competition card will be announced upon registration. 

o EMIT competition cards can be rented from the organizer for EUR 10.00/piece. 
o We charge EUR 70.00/piece for a lost competition card. The need for the EMIT 

competition card(s) to be rented must be indicated at the time of registration and 
paid at the time of registration with the future invoice.   

 patrol first aid kit 
 omat jotosmuonat/-juomat partion oman harkinnan mukaan  
 4 safety pins for attaching the competition number (1 per scout). 

Personal patrol equipment: 
 
You can use your own ones in bold from the organizer. Note: SA ie. Finnish 
Defense Forces 
 

 weather appropriate clothing 
 SA-skis with bindings (provided by the organizer) you may use your own 

hunting skis 
 SA-poles (provided by the organizer) You may use your own poles 
 felt boots with felt lining (provided by the organizer, but you can use your 

own boots) 
 snow suit (provided by the organizer, but you can use your own snow suit)  
 compass (the organizer reserves marching compasses) 
 battery-operated lamp (handlamp or headlamp)muistiinpanovälineet 
 knife 
 matches / fire-making equipment 
 cutlery + drinking bottle (water refill points are at check marks 8 and 12) 
 spare clothes 



 
 phone (protected in a waterproof protective bag) 
 accommodation equipment, sleeping pad + sleeping bag 
 personal washing equipment 

 
Extreme sizes (very large or small) of felt boots and snowsuits are limited. 

 
Movement in rough terrain 
 
 Patrols must travel in the terrain with respect for nature. Littering is prohibited! There are 

garbage collection points at each task check. 
 Fireworks are only allowed in places specifically announced by the organizer, e.g. the sheds 

along the jotos route are permitted places. 
 The prohibited areas/routes and mandatory road crossings marked on the jogging map must be 

followed. Going into the yards and checking the jogging terrain in advance are prohibited. 
 The use of phones and other smart devices during the competition is prohibited. Excluding the 

cases mentioned in the emergency instructions, the phone must have the 112 Suomi application 
downloaded. 

The organizer can issue additional orders or instructions to the patrols during the competition as 
well 

Rules: 
Soldering follows the soldering rules confirmed by RESUL. The rules can be seen on the website 
http://resul.fi/saannot/jotos/ (sorry only in Finnish, maybe later in Eng) 
 

Competition info and instructions 
 
Competition pages bit.ly/karhujotos here you can find instructions, info and registration 
instructions. 
 
The address of the competition venue is Pogostantie 13, 82900 Ilomantsi. Google map link 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


